
 

 

LECTURE 2 
The unique features of the Yogacara approach to the study of soteriology (theory of liberation). 
The liberation of disciples according to Yogacara. 
 
To understand Yogacara’s importance, it is necessary to keep in mind the fact that it, like Husserl’ 
s phenomenology, refuses an ontological approach to investigation of the nature of our experience. 
It’ s approach is purely soteriological and epistemological. 
Yet for the Bodhisattva path, which emphasizes non duality, all in Buddhism makes sense, when 
all of our experience is traced back to the mind itself.  
The same idea can be traced to the Theravada scriptures as well. (Dhammapada, S,N. Sutta 
Nipata etc.)  
As Nagarjuna says: “For whom emptiness makes sense, everything makes sense”.  
For the Yogacarins equally, the sense of the whole of Buddha’ s teachings becomes clear, when 

mind only (cittamatrata,唯識) makes sense. However, holding to mind only, just like holding to only 

emptiness is an ontological error to be avoided by all possible means. 
The purpose of Buddhism is to liberate sentient beings from suffering, and all Buddhist traditions 
agree, that it is only possible when the whole of our experience in the world is thoroughly 
understood.  
S.N. Susimasutta : “sabbam anabhijanam, aparijanam, avirajan, apajahan, ababho dukkha 
khayaya”. (Without knowing everything, penetrating everything, detaching from everything and 
abandoning everything, it is impossible to realize the cessation of suffering).  

For the Yogacarins the teachings of cittamatrata represent the third definite (nitartha,了義) turning 

of the wheel of dharma, while the previous two (the four noble truths and emptiness of all 

phenomena) only lead to this final ultimate middle path（neyartha,不了義）, avoiding the extreme 

of imposing things on reality (samaropa增益) or taking anything away from it (apavada損壞).  

So, due to cittamatrata the whole can be thoroughly understood, by transforming all object- subject 
differentiating consciousnesses to the one non dual wisdom (nirvikalpajnana無分別智). 

Thus, in the Yogacara concept, the teachings about the objects of wisdom, such as aggregates蘊, 

elements界, and spheres處 etc. are only medicines for curing non enlightened beings from 

holding to a real self, so the teachings of emptiness of all phenomena are taught only as medicine 
to cure beings from the idea of a real existence of all differentiated phenomena, while the teaching 
of mind only is to realize the reality of mind beyond existence and no existence (證真非有非空).  

It is done in order to abandon completely the grasping for existence or no-existence of all 
phenomena, to realize the state of perfect sameness inside and outside by getting rid of all 
influences (vasanas習氣) of the previous unwholesome habits (bijas種子) stored in 

consciousness. 

In other words all facts事 and all principles 理 in a correct Buddhist practice have to be traced to 

the mind itself. The uniqueness of the Yogacara is it’s understanding of all practices of the three 
vehicles leading to Buddhahood, (shravakabuddha, pratyekabuddha, samyaksambuddha) from the 
point of view of mind only. 
It is to be understood as a practical teaching based on Buddhist yoga, understood here as a 

correct approach through concentration and wisdom to penetrate all objects as objects of mind 心

境界， to penetrate the correct Budhist practices leading to this penetration (carya,行) and to 

correct results of all the Buddhist practices (phala,果). 

In the words of Lankavatarasutra: “because of holding to self-existence (in persons and things), 
mind appears as an outer object. That (object) is not there, therefore all is just mind only”. 
According to master Yin shun (唯識學探源), there are two theories of mind only. 

1/ The theory of mind only based on the analysis of experience of the phenomena (vastu事) based 

on the illusionary sixth mental consciousness虛妄唯識。 This consciousness is illusionary, but has 

an own nature (svabhava自性)， because without own nature of the mind, nothing can hold. That 

which has no own self nature are only names, that by what the things are designed.  Only that 
does not exist. (yena namna yo dharmo abhilapyate, na sa vidyate) It is all but fabricated all 

around (parikalpita偏計性). This theory just like the Theravada and Sarvastivada Abhidharma 

emphasizes a thorough understanding of the real (selfless) objects of experience to attain the 
ultimate realization, which for the Yogacarins is the self-nature of the mind. Thus, the ultimate, (the 



 

 

pure object in the five aggregates, which is beyond language), is realized through penetrating the 
illusionary self-nature  of  all that is conditioned  by names. In this course we shall be concerned 
with this concept.  

2/ The theory of mind  based on the real permanent nature of the mind (真常唯識), the principle of 

the matrix of the tathagata (tathagatagarbha如來藏)。 

 
The theory of the illusionary consciousness is based on epistemology.  
According to Yogacara, when the objects are directly experienced through the five senses, they 
are not grasped as outside, only later the mental sixth consciousness grasps them to be so. 

Thus, the illusionary differentiation between a real subject and object (abhuta parikalpa虛妄分別) 

is the very nature our worldly consciousness, which cannot appear without an object. 
This differentiation however is not real, it happens because of the transformable nature of 
consciousness which allows it to appear both as cause and effect of all that can be experienced. 
This transformable nature is however not the real self-nature of consciousness, because 
consciousness itself is not of a dual nature. The duality of consciousness is caused by a 
 deep rooted habit (upacara) of grasping real existence in persons and things 
(atmadharmopacaro), yet neither real person nor a real thing can be attained in one’ s experience. 
(Xuan zang,成唯識論， verse 1: atmadharmopacaro vividha yah pravartate……..). 

The duality, which is of the nature of dependent origination (paratantra依他起), must be denied, in 

order to establish the real (parishpanna), which is beyond all verbalization (prapancha戲論). 

So Yogacara uses the same logic as the sutras of transcendental wisdom and madhyamikas; 
denial of dual perception to establish a non-dual nature of the ultimate realization. 
The ultimate must be beyond any form of assertion or denial in terms of the conventional language 

(catushkotivinirmukta離四極). 

（See : Madhyantavibhanga chap.1, verses 1 and 2） 

When consciousness appears with an object, it’s essence, which is self-awareness (svasamvitti自

證分), appears as if together with an active, subjective aspect of manifestation (darshanabhaga見

分) and an objective revealed aspect revealed by it (nimittabhaga相分).  

Here the self-witness or karmic consciousness業識 is the store consciousness 藏識， the active 

consciousnesses 轉識 are seven other consciousnesses (pravrttivijnanas), which always appear 

together with that which is revealed by revealing function of consciousness (khyativijnana顯識)。 

It can be compared to one snail producing two tentacles, whenever it touches tangible objects. 
In the words of the Lankavatara sutra; a spider caught in his own net.  

The transformation of consciousness (parinama變化), which is one in essence (dharmata法性), 

gives rise to many objects (dharmas法), which are but manifestations (vijnapti表) of the 

consciousness itself. Their relation is that of neither identity nor difference (不一不異), since they 

exist in mutual relation.  
This understanding allows  a deep insight into the nature of our experience of objects in the world, 
understood as the place (sthana處) of consciousness. Thus, the objects of our experience are 

unity and duality at the same time.  
These basic concepts have to be kept in mind, when one studies the Buddhist soteriology from the 
perspective of Yogacara, the perspective of Alaya consciousness. 
To quote the lost Mahayanabhidharmasutra: “It is an element existing from the time without 
beginning, all phenomena are supported by it, all forms of existences and nirvana can be 
experienced due to it’ existence. 無時來界，一切法等依，由此有諸趣及涅般證得”. 

It is the support of the aggregates, it appropriates them, it is the only real resultant consciousness 
responsible for their continuity manifested as life faculty and heat, it is the death, rebirth and 
antarabhava consciousness, it is the consciousness which remains in the body in the state of 
nirodhasamapatti etc.  
For the students of the Theravada Buddhist abhidhamma, it can add to the understanding of the 

bhavanga 有分心 consciousness, which is by Asanga and Xuan zang as well identical with it.  

(See for example Mahayanasutralamkara大乗莊嚴論, Xuan zang 成唯識論， 券 20，書記券 42 券

etc.) 
According to the Yogacara the Buddhist liberation process is based on this consciousness. 



 

 

In the Yogacarabhumishastra, which can be understood as some kind of free commentary to the 

Sandhinirmocanasutra解深密經, the Buddhist yoga, based on the practice of Shamatha and 

Vipashyana meditations, is handled on the base of the Shravakabhumi聲聞地. 

It mentions in the first part of the second yogasthana瑜珈處 2之一 four all-inclusive objects 

(vyapyalambana邊滿所緣)  summerizing all object a Buddhist yogi has to understand in order to 

get a clear view of his/her practice. 
Let us start by mentioning them first and we explain them in the next lecture. 

1/ Savikalpapratibimba有分別影像 

2/ Nirvikalpapratibimba無分別影像 

3/ Vastuparyanta 事邊際 

4/ Karyanishpatti所作成辦 

 
 
 
Bibiography 
Sandhinirmocanasutra,解深密經，Xuan zang translation, especially chapter 6. 

Available in English translation from Chinese by Thomas Cleary. There are also other translations 
from Tibeta, please check. 
Yogacarabhumishastra瑜珈師地論， 本地分 plus 決擇分，Shravakabhumi聲聞地 

There is the original sanskrt version edited by Jayaswal institute Patna, by Shukla. 
As to the English translation, please check the Numatea edition of the Japanese tripitaka.  
Vijnaptimatratasiddhi成唯識論，by Xuan zang, especially the commentary to verses 1 to 4 and 

17,18. There is a French translation by E.Lamotte possibly translated into English and a Numatea 
translation of the Japanese tripitaka 
For a general idea about Yogacara principles of investigating a meditative experience see for 
example ; Anacker S. Seven Works of Vasubandhu. 
Lusthaus D. Buddhist Phenomenology. 
 
 
  


